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r-tunable polycyclo-heteraborin
multi-resonance emitters containing B–N covalent
bonds†

Guoyun Meng,‡a Hengyi Dai,‡a Jianping Zhou,a Tianyu Huang,a Xuan Zeng,a

Qi Wang,a Xiang Wang,a Yuewei Zhang,a Tianjiao Fan,a Dezhi Yang, c

Dongge Ma, c Dongdong Zhang*a and Lian Duan *ab

Boron- and nitrogen (BN)-fused polycyclic aromatic frameworks with amine-directed formation of B–N

covalent bonds have the potential to form a new family of facile-synthesis multi-resonance

luminophores, which, however, still face imperative challenges in diversifying the molecular design to

narrow the emission bandwidth and tune the emission colors. Here, we demonstrate a strategic

implementation of B–N bond containing polycyclo-heteraborin multi-resonance emitters with wide-

range colors from deep-blue to yellow-green (442–552 nm), small full-width at half-maxima of only 19–

28 nm and high photoluminescence efficiencies, by stepwise modifying the basic para B–p–B structures

with heteroatoms. The corresponding electroluminescent devices show superior maximum external

quantum efficiencies with an exceptional low-efficiency roll-off, retaining 21.0%, 23.6% and 22.1% for the

sky-blue, green and yellow-green devices at a high luminance of 5000 cd m−2, respectively.
Introduction

Multiple resonance (MR) uorophores, whereby the frontier
molecular orbital (FMO) distributions are located alternatively
on single atoms of a rigid p-conjugation scaffold to minimize
the bonding/antibonding characters and suppress vibrational
coupling and structural relaxation of the excited states, have
shown the ability to provide highly efficient narrowband emis-
sions as emitters in organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs).1–4

The judicious strategy for developing MR emitters is to incor-
porate heteroatoms with opposite resonance effects into poly-
cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), with the representative
ones being boron (B) and nitrogen (N) atom embedded PAHs
(B,N-PAHs) such as DABNA.1 Following the pioneering work by
Hatakeyama et al., plenty of works have been devoted to
modulating the skeletons of B,N-PAHs to obtain wide-range
emission colors that cover the entire visible region and
extremely small full-width at half-maxima (FWHMs).3,5–9
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The most effective strategy to modulate the optoelectronic
properties of B,N-PAHs is to enlarge the extension of the p-
skeleton, which has been theoretically predicted by Olivier
et al.10 For instance, by fusing two DABNA resonating cores
through a meta B–p–B motif, the sky-blue v-DABNA realized
a leading-edge FWHM of only 14 nm.2 Also, by extending the p-
conjugation length of the DABNA skeleton, Yang et al. obtained
deep-blue emitters with an extremely small FWHM of 15 nm.11

Yasuda et al. applied this strategy to the carbazole-embedded
PAHs by modulating the positions and numbers of B and N
atoms, generating the rst species of full-color MR emitters.3

Our group reported deep-red/near-infrared (DR/NIR) MR emit-
ters featuring X-shaped B–p–B and N–p–N extended carbazole-
containing structures.12 Besides simply extending the MR
frameworks, insertion of heteroatoms, including oxygen (O),
sulfur (S), and selenium (Se) atoms, to modulate MR properties
has also been adopted.13–17 Based on this concept, Wang et al.
constructed a pure green emitter with a FWHM of only 19 nm
based on a ternary B–N–O fused PAH.13 Despite all those efforts,
the molecular design strategies for MR B,N-PAHs still rely on
the initial parent triangulene structures with low yields and
sophisticated multistep synthesis procedures based on the
utilization of dangerous lithium reagents.3,18,19

In contrast to the above B,N-dopedMR skeletons, other types
of B- and N-doped nanographenes have undergone remarkable
developments in their synthetic methodology and thus have
rich molecular skeletons.20–23 In particular, isoelectronic B–N
covalent bonds have been adopted to replace the C]C bond in
PAHs, affording novel p-conjugated BN-doped systems with
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 979–986 | 979
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unique optical-electronic properties as well as feasible and
efficient synthesis processes. However, those B–N backbones
did not show the MR effect with relatively large FWHMs and
only a few of them have been adopted as emitters in OLEDs with
poor device performance and color purity.24,25 Very recently, our
group successfully combined the advantages of MR of B,N-
doped skeletons and the feasible synthesis procedures of B–N
groups and developed the rst example of a MR emitter con-
taining B–N covalent bonds. This was realized by using N atoms
to form amine-directed B–N covalent bonds while the other N
atoms in the para-position was used to maintain the MR char-
acter, thus affording easy-to-access sky-blue MR emitters with
a FWHM of 29 nm.26 This work not only provides a new family of
MR BN-PAHs with facile synthesis procedures free of lithium
reagents and with high yields, but also provides an opportunity
to nely manipulate the electronic structures of BN-PAHs
through B–N covalent bonds, which may uncover unforeseen
optoelectronic properties.27–30 However, at this initial stage, the
performance of B–N embedded emitters still lags far behind
their classical B,N-PAH counterparts. For instance, the FWHMs
of those emitters are still larger than the cutting-edge values of
B,N-MR emitters and they still need to demonstrate their color
tunability for full-color emission.31,32 Besides, it is still impera-
tive to pursue outstanding design and synthetic methodology to
expand the diversity of molecular frameworks for unique
molecular architectonics that is full of signicant and fasci-
nating pure chemistry charm.

Herein, a parent skeleton, [B-N]N (Scheme 1), was rst
provided to construct the B–N bond containing MR emitter with
a narrower FWHM (19 nm) and blue-shied emission compared
with the known sky-blue emissive analogue BCz–BN based on
an aza-triangulene core.4,33 Such a feature of the skeleton is
expected to decrease the electron accepting strength of the B
atom and afford a large space for color tunability. Encouraged
by the modulation strategy of B,N-PAHs, we further
Scheme 1 The chemical structures of the previously reported B,N-
doped MR emitter, the parent skeleton [B-N]N and the para B–p–B
skeletons which were modified by stepwise replacing nitrogen atoms
with oxygen to tune the excited-state energies and color purities.
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demonstrated a strategic implementation of B–N bond con-
taining polycyclo-heteraborin MR emitters featuring para B–p–
B skeletons, which were modied by stepwise replacing
nitrogen atoms with oxygen to tune the emission colors. Three
novel MR emitters were synthesized based on amine-directed
twofold electrophilic arene borylation, free of lithium reagents
and with high yields. Thus, a wide color range from deep-blue to
yellow-green (442–545 nm) was obtained with narrowband pure
emissions with FWHMs of 19–28 nm, which were clearly nar-
rower than those of our previously reported B–N bond
embedded emitters. The TADF-sensitized devices using p[B-N]
O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N as emitters presented ultrahigh
brightness of over 100 000 cd m−2, high maximum external
quantum efficiencies (EQEmaxs) of 26.3%, 27.6% and 24.6% and
greatly alleviated efficiency roll-off, respectively. Our results
presented here greatly diversied the skeletons of MR emitters
embedded with B–N covalent bonds, providing not only a large
color tunability with cutting-edge narrow bandwidths but also
superior device performances.

Results and discussion
Molecular design and theoretical calculations

Scheme 1 illustrates the structure of the parent molecular [B-N]
N, which combined both the MR effect and B–N bond simul-
taneously. Such a feature of the skeleton is expected to decrease
the electron-accepting strength of the B atom and the intra-
molecular short-range charge transfer (SRCT) character of the
para-distributed B and N architecture, thus leading to a blue-
shi in emission color and decreased FWHM compared with
the sky-blue emissive analogue BCz–BN. Furthermore, the [B-N]
N core can be further extended by a para-position fusing
strategy to nely regulate the excited-state energies and color
purities. The targeted molecular structures are illustrated in
Scheme 1, for which the aim was not only to tune the emission
colors and FWHMs but also to expand the library of such MR
molecular frameworks. On one hand, we focused on con-
structing new BN-doped MR emitters by embedding para B–p–
B/N–p–N patterns into p-conjugated structures (Scheme 1).
Such a molecular conguration could enhance delocalized
excited states by increasing the electron donating and accepting
strengths, resulting in a red-shied emission. It is worth noting
that the introduction of B–N bonds into this p-conjugated
structure at the para-position boron atoms can not only
decrease the electron accepting strength of the B atoms but also
weaken the intramolecular SRCT character; therefore, a blue-
shi in color emission and narrower spectral width can be
anticipated compared with the linear B–p–B/N–p–N structures.
On the other hand, the structure was further modied by the
stepwise substitution of N atoms with weak electron-donating O
atoms, enabling great versatility for tailoring the energy levels
and skeleton structures (e.g., para N–p–O and O–p–O patterns)
and thus further expanding the emission color range. In addi-
tion, the incorporation of bulky tert-butyl groups on the back-
bone structure can effectively increase the intermolecular
distance and suppress aggregation-caused concentration
quenching.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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To illustrate the validity of the above design strategy for
those compounds, the spatial distributions of the highest
occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs
and LUMOs, respectively) were obtained based on density
functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT)
calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) level (Fig. 1). The
HOMO and LUMO distributions of [B-N]N showed almost the
same electronic distributions compared with the analogous
emitter BCz–BN. Interestingly, the N atoms on the aza-aromatic
rings replaced by less electron-rich O atoms forming oxa-
aromatic rings still retain the intrinsic resonance patterns,
and further stabilize the HOMO levels by restricting the p-
conjugation of the HOMO, thus generating an enlarged energy
gap (Eg). The Natural Transition Orbital (NTO) analysis per-
formed using multiwfn34 found that the S1 and T1 state of those
emitters exhibit a partially intramolecular SRCT excitation
character; the hole densities are localized on the N atoms and at
the meta-position relative to the B atoms, while the electron
densities are localized on the B atoms and at the ortho- and
para-positions relative to it, accompanied by a spatial overlap
integral (Oh/e) of 0.637–0.691, which is relatively larger than that
of the parent molecule BCz–BN (Oh/e of∼0.582) (Fig. S1–S3†). To
gain in-depth insight into the molecular geometrical change
and vibrational relaxation occurring during the excitation, as
shown in Fig. S4,† the ground (S0) and excited (S1) state geom-
etries of those molecules were superposed and found to possess
small root-mean-square displacement (RMSD) values of 0.047 Å,
0.057 Å, 0.135 Å, and 0.091 Å for [B-N]N, p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and
p[B-N]N, respectively. Those extremely small values resulted in
weak vibration couplings from the vibrational energy levels of S1
to S0 with small reorganization energies (l) of 0.17 eV, 0.21 eV,
0.19 eV and 0.19 eV for [B-N]N, p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N,
Fig. 1 The spatial distributions of HOMO and LUMO, optimized S0
structures, oscillator strengths (f) and FWHMs of the simulated spectra
at the B3LYP/6-31G (d, p) level for all compounds.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
respectively. The above results imply that the vibrational
coupling and conguration relaxation of excited states can be
greatly suppressed to narrow the linewidth. Additionally, all
compounds exhibit helical structures between the peripheral
B–N bond linked tert-butyl carbazole rings and aza-/oxa-
aromatic rings with dihedral angles from 21.4° to 61.1°
(Fig. 1). Due to the p-extended delocalization of those
compounds, enhanced transition oscillator strengths (f) of
0.35–0.56 were observed and thus highly radiative decay rates
can be anticipated.

Based on these optimized S0 and S1 state structures, Franck–
Condon spectra for the S1–S0 transitions were further simulated
at TD-DFT levels. In particular, not only extremely small
FWHMs in the range of 15–23 nm (Fig. S5†), but also a wide
peak-wavelength range of 445–564 nm was obtained for those
four compounds, validating the effectiveness of the molecular
design strategy. It is noted that compared with [B-N]N, relatively
broadened spectra were observed for p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and p
[B-N]N. To gain insight into the bandwidth discrepancy of those
compounds, the Huang–Rhys (HR) factors associated with the
spectral FWHM were calculated using MOMAP soware to
quantify the coupling strength between the structural
displacement and the vibrational modes.35 The vibration mode
analyses display the normal mode in the low-frequency region
at 72.95 cm−1, 28.84 cm−1, 11.98 cm−1 and 20.35 cm−1 with the
highest HR factors (0.29, 0.39, 2.82 and 1.58) as the ones mainly
involved in the spectral progression of [B-N]N, p[B-N]O, p[B-N]
NO and p[B-N]N, respectively, corresponding to the twisting
vibration modes of the tert-butyl groups (Fig. 2a). Obviously, [B-
N]N had the smallest HR factor among the four compounds,
thus leading to the narrowest FWHM. More interestingly, the
traditional BO resonance structure with the B–N bonds (e.g., p
[B-N]O) has a smaller HR factor compared with p[B-N]N, and
also exhibits emission band narrowing. These results suggest
Fig. 2 (a) The Huang–Rhys factor (HR) and reorganization energy (l)
as a function of frequency under the representative vibration modes
for S1–S0 transition of [B-N]N, p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N. (b)
The absorption, (c) PL spectra and (d) transient PL decay curves of four
emitters in toluene (10−5 M) under inert conditions.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 979–986 | 981
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that the small HR values for each vibrational mode are condu-
cive to a narrow FWHM. Meanwhile, the high-frequency vibra-
tional modes (1228.41–1411.47 cm−1) show signicant
contributions to the reorganization energies for the four mole-
cules, which were dominated by stretching/scissoring vibra-
tions of B–N bonds and the twisted skeleton structures (Fig. S6–
S9†). This should be responsible for the presence of weaker
vibronic bands at the lower energy of each emitter.

Material synthesis, and thermal and electrochemical
properties

The chemical structures and detailed synthetic routes of the
designed compounds are presented in Scheme 1 and the ESI.†
Aromatic nucleophilic substitution and palladium-catalyzed
Suzuki–Miyaura coupling reactions were involved, followed by
an amine-directed twofold electrophilic borylation reaction. All
the nal compounds were puried by temperature-gradient
vacuum sublimation and characterized using 1H and 13C
NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry. Thermogravimetric
analysis demonstrated the excellent thermal stabilities of those
compounds with all 5% weight-loss temperatures (Tds)
exceeding ∼410 °C (Fig. S10†). Besides, the HOMO and LUMO
energy levels were estimated using the oxidation and reduction
potentials of the cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements
(Fig. S11†), being −5.65 and −2.74 eV for [B-N]N, −5.47 and
−2.94 eV for p[B-N]O, −5.34 and −3.01 eV for p[B-N]NO, and
−5.29 and −3.06 eV for p[B-N]N, respectively. Notably, p[B-N]N
had a shallower HOMO energy level and a deeper LUMO energy
level than those of the parent skeleton [B-N]N, thus leading to
a reduced HOMO–LUMO energy gap. And the stepwise
replacement of N atoms with O gradually deepened the HOMO
levels and thus blue-shied the emissions compared with p[B-
N]N.

Photophysical characterization

The UV-vis absorption, photoluminescence (PL) spectra and
time-resolved transient PL decay of all molecules analyzed in
solution are shown in Fig. 2, and they are also summarized in
Table 1. These compounds exhibited sharp and intense
absorption bands at low energy with large molar extinction
coefficients (3) over 104 M−1 cm−1 (Fig. 2b), originating from the
HOMO to LUMO transitions. Interestingly, the stepwise
replacement of nitrogen atoms with oxygen on the backbones
resulted in a prominent hypsochromic shi of the maximum
absorption and emission peaks (labs/lPL) in the order of p[B-N]N
(533/547 nm), p[B-N]NO (508/522 nm) and p[B-N]O (480/488
nm) (Fig. 2c), accompanied with considerably small Stokes
shis for each compound. Compared with the dilute solution,
the PL characteristics of all compounds exhibited negligible
red-shied emission peaks (ca. 5–9 nm) in the doped lms
(1.0 wt% doped in 9-(3-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)phenyl)-9H-3,9′-bicar-
bazole, mCPBC). These lms exhibited emission peaks in the
range of 450–552 nm (Fig. S12†) and all had FPL values of over
∼80%, which should be mainly ascribed to the large f values
that arise from the highly rigid conjugated skeletons. Accord-
ingly, all compounds can retain high purity emissions with
982 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 979–986
narrow FWHM values of ca. 19–30 nm both in solution and thin
lms. It is of great importance to note that those B–N bond
embedded emitters exhibited cutting-edge narrower spectral
widths even compared with the classical B,N-doped emitters
(e.g., BCz–BN, BNO1 and R-TBN).4,5,12,26Note that slight shoulder
peaks were observed in their PL spectra, which were mainly
attributed to the stretching vibrations of the central B–N bonds
as well as the signicant delocalized p-bonding orbitals caused
by the embedded para-positioned acceptor–p–acceptor and
donor–p–donor structures, which were consistent with the
theoretical calculations and previously reported B,N-MR
emitters.2,3,11,13

To further evaluate the excited state behaviors of these
compounds, the characteristics of the transient PL decay curves
were measured, as illustrated in Fig. 2d and S12.† It can be seen
that the four compounds exhibited negligible TADF behaviors
in degassed solution or doped lms, only showing prompt
decay lifetimes in the order of nanoseconds. Relatively high
FPLs in aerated solution were also measured, being 81% for [B-
N]N, 89% for p[B-N]O, 81% for p[B-N]NO, and 80% for p[B-N]N,
implying that almost no excited triplet states were quenched by
oxygen. Based on the uorescence and phosphorescence
spectra, DEST values of 0.28–0.43 eV were estimated for the four
compounds (Fig. S13 and S14†). These obtained DEST values
were larger than those of many conventional MR-TADF emit-
ters, and this is also reected in the relatively larger Oh/es.
Notably, the analogous emitter BCz–BN exhibited similar hole
and electron distributions but with a relatively smaller Oh/e of
∼0.582 that is responsible for its lower DEST of 0.13 eV than [B-
N]N (Oh/e of ∼0.637, DEST ∼0.28 eV). Additionally, when further
expanding its p-conjugated skeletons by a para-position fusing
strategy, the total volume of the molecule increases but not as
much as the increase of its overlapped volume. The Oh/e values
of these emitters are up to 0.665–0.688, further enlarging the
DESTs. Notably, p[B-N]O showed the highest Oh/e value of 0.688
among the four BN-MR emitters that is responsible for its
largest DEST, plausibly due to the weak MR effect through B and
O atoms with opposite electronic characteristics.15 Remarkably,
these results are similar to the previous reports of
indolocarbazole-based MR emitters and other reported B,N-
emitters that possess MR effects but did not have TADF char-
acters owing to their relatively large DESTs.36–41 Based on the
FPLs and prompt lifetimes, the rate constants of radiative decay
(kr) for these compounds were estimated to be as large as 1.68–
2.16 × 108 s−1 in solution and doped lms (Table 1). Thus, all
those emitters showed high krs and narrow-band emissions,
rendering them ideal nal emitters for OLEDs.
OLED device performances

Given the relatively large DESTs of these MR emitters, binary
devices based on [B-N]N, p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N as
emitters exhibited low EQEs of 4.9–6.6% (Fig. S15 and S16†),
which could be explained by poor triplet exciton utilization. A
routine strategy to address this issue is to adopt a TADF sensi-
tizer to assist in triplet harvesting by adopting a ternary
component emitting layer consisting of a wide-energy-gap host,
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 Photophysical properties of [B-N]N, p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N in toluene solution and doped films

Compound
labs

a

[nm] 298 K
lPL

a

[nm] 298 K
Stokes shia

[nm]
FWHMb

[nm (eV)]
FPL

c [%]
298 K DEST

d [eV] sPF
e [ns] kr

f [108 s−1]
HOMO/LUMOg

[eV]

[B-N]N 285, 361, 431 442 11 19/0.12 84/81 0.28 4.4 1.91 −5.65/−2.74
[B-N]N-lm — 450 — 25/0.15 83 0.26 4.2 1.98 —
p[B-N]O 294, 375, 451, 480 488 8 19/0.10 93/89 0.43 4.3 2.16 −5.47/−2.94
p[B-N]O-lm — 497 — 23/0.11 91 0.44 4.9 1.86 —
p[B-N]NO 292, 419, 477, 508 522 14 28/0.13 90/81 0.40 4.7 1.91 −5.34/−3.01
p[B-N]NO-lm — 529 — 30/0.13 89 0.37 5.3 1.68 —
p[B-N]N 307, 440, 499, 533 547 14 26/0.11 86/80 0.36 4.0 2.15 −5.29/−3.06
p[B-N]N-lm — 552 — 28/0.11 83 0.32 4.5 1.84 —

a Measured in toluene (10−5 M) at room temperature. b Full-width at half-maximum of the PL spectrum given in wavelength and energy. c Absolute
PL quantum yield measured in deaerated/aerated toluene solutions. d Singlet-triplet energy gap: DEST = ES1 − ET1

. Lowest excited singlet (ES1) and
triplet (ET1

) energies were estimated from peaks of the uorescence and low-temperature phosphorescence spectra recorded at 298 K and 77 K,
respectively. e Emission lifetime of uorescence. f Rate constant of uorescence radiative decay, Kr = FPF/sPF.

g The HOMO and LUMO energies
were determined according to cyclic voltammetry: EHOMO/LUMO = −(Eox/Ered + 4.8) eV.

Fig. 3 The PL spectra of 1 wt% MR emitter, 30 wt% sensitizer, and 30
wt% sensitizer : 1 wt% MR emitter doped in mCPBC. The MR emitter is
(a) [B-N]N, (b) p[B-N]O, (c) p[B-N]NO, and (d) p[B-N]N. The insert
charts exhibit the transient PL decay curves of the 30 wt% sensitizer

Edge Article Chemical Science
a TADF sensitizer, and a MR emitter.42,43 In this system, triplet
exciton generation occurred via the TADF sensitizer under
electrical excitation and the triplet excitons upconverted to the
S1 state of the TADF sensitizer, and then all singlets transferred
into the S1 state of the MR emitters, thus leading to 100%
exciton efficiency (Fig. S17†). As a consequence, the inuence of
the up-conversion process of the MR emitters can be avoided
and it is the PL efficiency of those MR emitters that directly
determines the device performance. OLED devices were fabri-
cated using the structures of ITO/HATCN (5 nm)/NPB (30 nm)/
TCTA (10 nm)/emitting layers (24 nm)/CzPhPy (15 nm)/DPPyA
(30 nm)/LiF (0.5 nm)/Al (150 nm), where 1,4,5,8,9,11-
hexaazatriphenylene-hexacarbonitrile (HATCN) and LiF were
used as the hole- and electron-injection layers; 4,4′-N,N′-bis[N-
(1-naphthyl)-N-phenylamino]biphenyl (NPB) and 9,10-bis(6-
phenylpyridin-3-yl)anthracene (DPPyA) served as the hole- and
electron-transporting layers; tris(4-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)phenyl)
amine (TCTA) and 4,6-bis(3-(9H-carbazol-9-yl)phenyl)
pyrimidine (CzPhPy) served as the electron- and hole-blocking
layers, respectively. In the emitting layer, the material mCPBC
was selected as a host due to its wide bandgap and high triplet
energy (3.0 eV) that can provide both efficient exciton conne-
ment within the emitting layer and hole transport abilities. The
TADF materials, m4TCzPhBN,44 5TCzBN,45 3CTF,46 and DACT-
II,47 were successively selected as sensitizers for [B-N]N, p[B-N]
O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N, respectively, to promote the exciton
utilization efficiency, due to their intrinsic TADF features and
high reverse intersystem crossing rate constants. They also
provided a good spectral overlap between their emission spectra
and the absorption/emission spectra of these emitters (Fig. 3).
To illustrate an effective energy transfer from TADF sensitizer to
MR emitter, the Förster energy transfer radius (R0) was esti-
mated using a previous method.48 Thus, the corresponding R0

values of 2.8, 3.0, 3.2, and 3.3 nm were obtained for [B-N]N, p[B-
N]O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N, respectively, implying that more
efficient energy transfer would occur in these sensitized
systems. Furthermore, the lms with 30 wt% sensitizer : 1 wt%
emitter in mCPBC exhibited shorter delayed lifetimes compared
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
with the intrinsic decay curves of the lms with 30 wt% sensi-
tizer in mCPBC, agreeing with previously reported sensitized
systems and verifying the advantage of the sensitizing process.
The detailed device congurations, energy level diagrams and
molecular structures of the materials used in the devices are
depicted in Fig. 4a and S18, and Table S2.†

As depicted in Fig. 4b, the EL characteristics of the devices
based on [B-N]N, p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N exhibited
sharp peaks at 448, 494, 526, and 552 nm, with FWHMs of 27
(0.16), 24 (0.13), 32 (0.14), and 31 (0.13) nm (eV), respectively.
These results coincided well with the PL spectra of the doped
lms. The spectral stability of the devices at elevated operation
voltages was also examined and they exhibited entirely identical
spectra (Fig. S19†), suggesting that the device emissions solely
arose from the emitters. The corresponding CIE 1931 chroma-
ticity coordinates were recorded to be (0.151, 0.079), (0.163,
0.514), (0.306, 0.648), and (0.414, 0.571), representing deep-blue
and 30 wt% sensitizer : 1 wt% MR emitter doped in mCPBC.

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 979–986 | 983



Fig. 4 (a) Device configuration with energy-level diagram. (b) The EL spectra of devices were recorded at 1000 cd m−2. (c) The EL color
coordinates in the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram and the photographs show the emission colors of the device. (d) EQE versus current density
curves of the emitters-based devices. (e) Angle-dependent PL spectra of three emitters doped into mCPBC. Themeasured curves are compared
to simulated curves with different horizontal dipole ratios Q// (fully horizontal dipoles: Q// = 100% and isotropic dipole orientation: Q// = 66.7%).
(f) The EL operational stability of p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N-based devices under a constant current density of 8–10 mA cm−2 (corre-
sponding to 5000 cd m−2).
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to yellow-green EL spectra, as illustrated in Fig. 4c. Besides, low
turn-on voltages in the range of 2.6–3.1 V were observed for the
p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N based devices, which also
exhibited maximum luminance of over 100 000 cd m−2 at ca. 8 V
(Table 2).

The EQE, current efficiency (CE) and power efficiency (PE) as
a function of luminance for all devices are illustrated in Fig. 4d
and the ESI.† The results are summarized in Tables 2 and S4.†
Of importance is that the devices based on [B-N]N, p[B-N]O, p[B-
N]NO and p[B-N]N displayed excellent EL efficiencies (EQE, CE,
and PE) of up to (16.7%, 14.9 cd A−1, 12.8 lm W−1), (26.3%, 66.8
cd A−1, 73.2 lm W−1), (27.6%, 102.0 cd A−1, 101.0 lm W−1), and
(24.6%, 83.0 cd A−1, 71.9 lmW−1), respectively. Notably, there is
Table 2 Summary of the device performances

Emitter x wt%
lEL

a

[nm]
FWHMb

[nm (eV)]
Von

c

[V]
Lmax

d

[cd m−2]
PEmax, 10

[lm W−1]

[B-N]N 1.0 448 27.3/0.16 3.2 2002 12.8, 3.4,

p[B-N]O 1.0 493 24.6/0.13 2.6 112 000 73.2, 49.8

p[B-N]
NO

2.0 525 31.2/0.14 2.6 106 000 101.0, 75

p[B-N]N 1.0 552 31.3/0.13 3.1 126 900 71.9, 56.9

a Value recorded at a luminance of around 1000 cd cm−2. b Full width at h
the luminance of 1 cdm−2. d Maximum luminescence (Lmax).

e MaximumP
1000 and 5000 cd cm−2. g Maximum EQE, and values recorded at 1000 an
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little difference in lEL, FWHM, and EQEmax with increasing
dopant concentration from 1 wt% to 3 wt% for p[B-N]O, p[B-N]
NO, and p[B-N]N (Fig. S20–S25†), beneting from the steric
structure of the tert-butyl groups on the conjugated skeletons,
which effectively suppresses concentration aggregation to ach-
ieve a high FPL and device performance. What deserves further
mentioning is that the p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO, and p[B-N]N based
devices presented low EQE roll-offs, retaining 21.0%, 23.6% and
21.7%, respectively, at a current density of 10 mA cm−2 (ca. 5000
cd m−2). To the best of our knowledge, the efficiency roll-offs of
those devices are signicantly smaller than those of previously
reported high-performance OLEDs based on the classical B,N-
MR emitters,11,13 evidencing one of the advantages of this
00, 5000
e CEmax, 1000, 5000

f

[cd A−1]
EQEmax, 1000, 5000

g

[%] CIEx,y
a

— 14.9, 7.1, — 16.7, 7.6, — (0.151,
0.079)

, 34.4 66.8, 60.2, 52.6 26.3, 24.0, 21.0 (0.163,
0.514)

.9, 53.9 102.0, 96.6, 85.8 27.6, 26.3, 23.6 (0.306,
0.648)

, 45.1 83.0, 79.6, 74.7 24.6, 23.6, 22.1 (0.414,
0.571)

alf maximum of EL given in wavelength and energy. c Turn-on voltage at
E value at 1000 and 5000 cd cm−2. f MaximumCE, and values recorded at
d 5000 cd cm−2.
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molecular design strategy. The EL decay curves of those devices
were recorded to understand the reason for the small efficiency
roll-off, as illustrated in Fig. S26.† Interestingly, short exciton
lifetimes were observed under electrical excitation, which
should help to effectively inhibit the exciton annihilation
processes involving triplet–triplet annihilation and triplet-
polaron annihilation and so on. As a consequence, small effi-
ciency roll-offs under a high current density can be anticipated.

We further investigated the emitting dipole orientations of
these doped lms to provide a deeper understanding of the
excellent device performances (Fig. 4e). By virtue of the rigid
and quasi-planar p-conjugated backbones of p[B-N]O, p[B-N]
NO and p[B-N]N, high ratios of horizontal dipole orientations
(Q//s) of 78–88% were obtained, presenting a natural tendency
to horizontally align upon evaporation.49 Meanwhile, the tran-
sition dipole moments of three emitters were calculated and are
illustrated in Fig. S27,† being parallel to the molecular long axes
and thus accounting for the high Q//. Previous work has vali-
dated that a high Q// will greatly enhance the light outcoupling
efficiency of devices, which should explain the high efficiency of
those three compounds, in addition to their high FPLs. Mean-
while, we also evaluated the operational stability of the devices
based on p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO and p[B-N]N, tested at a constant
current under ambient conditions with the current density of 8–
10 mA cm−2 (ca. 5000 cd m−2). The chart of luminance intensity
versus lifetime is displayed in Fig. 4f. The half-lifetimes (LT50s,
lifetime to 50% of the initial luminance) of ca. 36, 71, and 90
hours were obtained for the p[B-N]O, p[B-N]NO, and p[B-N]N
based devices, respectively. With a degradation acceleration
factor (n) of 1.75 obtained from previous reports, the LT50s of
all three devices at an initial luminance of 1000 cd m−2 can be
extrapolated to 602, 1187, and 1504 hours, respectively. The
excellent operation durability of these devices is comparable to
or even better than those of previous B,N-doped analogs,13,49–51

indicating the good stability of these B–N doped MR emitters.

Conclusions

In conclusion, a new set of MR emitters containing B–N cova-
lent bonds was developed with a basic para B–p–B skeleton,
which was modied by stepwise replacing the nitrogen atoms
with oxygen. Such molecular engineering provides a systematic
and versatile material design strategy for ne-tuning excited
state energies while simultaneously retaining narrow band-
widths and high luminescence efficiencies. Consequently, wide-
range emissions (442–545 nm) together with high FPLs and
small FWHMs of 19–26 nm were obtained. The corresponding
OLEDs with sky-blue, green, and yellow-green emissions ach-
ieved high maximum EQEs of up to 26.3%, 27.6% and 24.6%,
respectively, and exceptionally small efficiency roll-off with high
EQEs of 21.0%, 23.6% and 21.7% even at a current density of 10
mA cm−2, greatly outperforming the OLEDs containing classical
B,N-PAH analogs. This study provides a family of wide-range
color-tunable MR emitters containing B–N covalent bonds,
and should stimulate the further development of novel BN-
doped emitters by diversifying the material library for future
optoelectronic applications.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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